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SINGULARITIES IN THE GEOMETRY OF AN OBSTACLE 
StanisZaw Janeczko 
1. Introduction. 
The obstacle problem has been extensively studied in the 
scattering theory of Lax, Phillips and Melrose [l 6] . They provide 
the complete asymptotic properties of a scattering amplitude and de-
tailed spectral theorem for the Laplacian on the exterior domain 
with respect to the strictly convex obstacle. The classical theory 
of diffraction formulates the similar obstacle problem [l 3] [14] and 
defining the notion of diffracted ray provides the geometrical fra-
mework for the study of the optical properties of an arbitrary opti-
cal instrument [9] [14] • It appeared (cf. [4]) that the local geo-
metry of an obstacle determines the singularities of systems of 
diffracted rays (the singularities of systems of rays by reflection 
were exhaustively studied in [7]). Moreover the local generic mo-
dels for these singularities appeared to be isomorphic to the singu-
lar orbit spaces of the complexified actions of groups generated by 
reflections [4] [15]• The planar obstacle problem with an inflec-
tion point is governed by the group of icosahedron. Even more gene-
ral point of view on the obstacle problem was proposed recently by 
R. Thorn [l8] [19] • In his theory of interaction of so-called sa-
lient forms and pregnancies, which is the basis of the notion of 
preprogramm (coming from the generalization of the organizing func-
tion of DNA m o l e c u l e s ) the main problem is to find the singulari-
ties in an appropriate obstacle problem, i.e. to determine how a 
propagative flux of energy can be modified in its structure under 
a variation of the boundary constraints. 
This paper is in final form and no version of it will be sub-
mitted for publication elsewere. 
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All the mentioned above examples and theories suggest the 
universal meaning of the obstacle problem and evoke a desire to 
find an unifying approach to study of its singularities. To this 
end we restrict our considerations to the geometrical theory of 
optics and provide the necessary symplectic approach (cf. [9] [lO])• 
Using this approach we determine the generic singularities of sys-
tems of rays in the geometric theory of diffraction and derive 
their analytical properties. 
2. Symplectic relations in the geometrical theory of optics. 
As one of the possible manifestations of the obstacle problem 
we can consider the optical phenomenon of diffraction, or in more 
general setting the theory of transformation of systems of rays by 
the various optical instruments [l3J [l4] • 
The geometrical optics [l 3 J [l6] gives the general framework 
for describing formally what happens when a ray hits an edge or a 
vertex or when a ray grazes on interface or a boundary. However 
before Arnold [3] nobody investigated sufficiently precisely the 
structure of singularities of diffracted rays on smooth (not nece-
ssarily convex) surfaces (obstacles) with generic properties. 
First, who turned attention on geometrical theory of diffraction 
and introduced the notion of diffracted ray was J. Keller [13] • 
He derived the exact formulas in the physical analysis of the few 
classical diffraction problems on the particular obstacles and 
partially for the general smooth objects. However still without 
any approach to investigation of singularities appearing there. In 
this section we formulate the diffraction theory using the language 
of symplectic geometry [9] [l l] and the category of symplectic 
relations [l 7 J • The singularities of systems of diffracted rays 
are reduced to the corresponding singularities of the appropriate 
lagrangian submanifolds [ll] . 
Let V = R be the configurational space (with refraction co-
efficient n=l) of geometrical optics. The associated phase space 
(M,cj) is given by the standard symplectic reduction (cf. [lO] , [20] ) 
VM: ir^O) -* M, 
where the hypersurface H .(0) is described by the Hamiltonian H: 
T*V -* R, H(p,q) = i(lp| 2-l). 
Let (M,cor), (M, cj) denote the symplectic manifolds of optical 
rays in homogeneous media, i.e. incident rays and transformed 
(say diffracted) rays respectively (cf. [9] [14] )• In this paper, 
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as an optical obstacle problem we understand the problem of indica-
tion of singularities of varieties of incident and transformed r a y s 
by the corresponding optical s y s t e m . 
DEFINITION 2.1. (A), The phase space of an optical obstacle pro-
blem is the following product s y m p l e c t i c manifold 
P = (MxM; 1C'2CJ - ^jUT), 
where *)T1 9 : M x M —+ M, M are canonical projections. 1 , L 
(B). The transformation process, say reflection, refraction or 
diffraction of the incident r a y s is governed by the corresponding 
lagrangian s u b v a r i e t y of P, called an obstacle v a r i e t y . 
As an optical obstacle problem we consider now the refraction 
on the sample of inhomogeneous optical medium. To modelize it we 
assume the following refraction coefficient in R : 
(*) {1 for z24 z 4 z^ n ( x , y , z ) for z feW, 
where W = [ ( x , y , z ) f c R ; z < z <z , z < z ] and n is* a smooth 
function in the neighbourhood of W. The configurational space 
[z <ztJ we call the object space and the space \ z *> z„ 1 the image 
space (cf. [14] )• The corresponding spaces of light r a y s we denote 
by (M,Cj) and (M,c3") r e s p e c t i v e l y . The optical instrument b e t w e e n 
jz - zA and \z = z?l determines the transformation of the straight 
lines of the object space into the straight lines of the image space. 
To find this transformation in our case (*) we must look at the 
corresponding Riemannian geometry of it. The corresponding Rie-
2 2 2 2 2 mannian metric g on W; dC = *i (dx +dy +dz ). For g we have a flow 
X on the cotangent bundle (T W,cjfI). At first we define an "ener-
gy" function H : T' W — IR by : H (p) = ^ < p , p > , where <i , .V 
fe _;;_ to -*1 & o 
is the inner product on T W induced by g. F i n a l l y the geodesic flow 
X on T'W is the unique vectorfield such that CJIT(X ,.) =-dH (.). g M Wv g5 _)f g
v 
By the obvious relation (cf.[l]) between g and X on T'w,. we obtain 
the respective geodesies on W, in fact if 1: [a,b] — • T ' W is an in-
tegral curve of X , then 1fir«l : fa,b]—* W is a geodesic on (W,g). 
g W 
Every geodesic on (W,g) can be obtained in this way . Thus this is 
the main reason for the s y m p l e c t i c description of s y s t e m s of optical 
r a y s. 
By the straightforward calculation, taking the optical length 
p a r a m e t e r 
s 
£ = ( n d s , ( d s = dq t +dq l > +dq . ) 0 1 z j 
along a geodesic, we obtain in W: 
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H ( P , q ) = j ( l 2 \ P \
2 - 1) 
& n 
and the corresponding Hamiltonian vector field X ; 
V f ( n2
Pi^qi n 3
( ^ q i V
 }-
Thus for the geodesies on W we obtain the following equation: 
(**) ^ - I(aS } y A } 2 . 2 ̂ i ( ̂ On ^j 
dfc Mi j ... J J 
We see that the light rays in the object space (M,ur), which 
are coming to the plane 22 = l z = zi} form the four-dimensional open 
subset, say &z C M , of initial conditions for the equation (**). 
These initial conditions propagate symplectomorphically by the flow 
of X to the plane JCZ = \
z = zol being considered as elements of the 
image space (M,£j) covering an open subset Oz of it. The pairs 
of light rays connected one to another one in this way form the 
canonical variety of rays' associated to the optical instrument. We 
easily obtain the following 
PROPOSITION 2.2. For a sufficiently small neighbourhood V of the 
constant function n: W —» 1 (in the C°°-Whitney topology [l 8] ) , for 
each element of this neighbourhood, the corresponding canonical va-
riety of rays forms a lagrangian submanifold of P. It is a graph 
of a symplectomorphism (0: M —» M defined, at least, on a sufficien-
tly small open subset of M (neighbourhood of a principal ray). 
REMARK 2.3- The corresponding Darboux coordinates on M (and M res-
pectively) adapted to the above refraction problem, say (r 1,r ? ;s 1,s„) 
with GJ=dr.. Ads.i dr„ Ads„, are connected to the standard phase spa-
ce coordinates (p,q) of T'lR by the corresponding symplectic reduc-
tion TfM: T*R
33 H"1(0)= [( |p|2-l)=Oj — * M, 
VP2' P3 ; ql' q2' q3 M p2' p3* q2- , * I > V I 1 2 2} = ^ ^ 
Vl-P2-P3 ^-P2-
p3 
where we assumed in the respective subject and image spaces n = 1. 
To each point (r1 ,r„ ; s.. , s ) £ M is uniquely associated the corres-
ponding ray, say 
(q 1,q 2,q 3)=(0,s 1,s 2) + t(l, ^ ^ , , ^ ) , 
' rl' r2 , X rl r2 
which allows us to translate the concrete optical problems into 
the language of the space (M,ur) (cf. [9] , [lO] ) . 
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3. Equivalence and classification of the canonical varieties. 
The problem to which we are coming now is to indicate analy-
tical properties of lagrangian submanifolds L C P , determined by the 
corresponding optical metrices defined by n. It seems that this 
problem has no simple localization, since it is not obvious.that the 
local properties of L are determined only by the local properties 
of the function n. However, in more general setting of a quite ar-
bitrary optical instrument, it is interesting to investigate the ge-
neric properties of L assuming that all of them are realisable. 
g 
This suggests us the classification problem (cf. [l8j) for smooth 
symplectic relations (cf. [lO] , [9] ) • 
Now we formulate the problem. Let L , L C P = (T Q X T Q , 
^"CAJ-- 3C to_) be two symplectic relations (lagrangian submanifolds 
^ - Q -x- -><-_, 
of P) from T Q to T Q. By K (and H) we denote the symplectic rela-
tion in D 1 = (T*QXT*Q; ^ Q " ^ l " ^ ^
i n D
2
 = ( T*2 * T"2i ̂ $ 7 **<-»Q) ) 
corresponding to a symplectomorphism >̂ (<J*) of T Q (and T Q respec-
tively) . 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let (L , p x ) , (L ,p2) be two germs of symplectic 
relations in P. We say that (L ,p..), (L ,p ) are equivalent iff 
there exist the corresponding germs of symplectic relations (K,v), 
(H,w) (defining for the symplectomorphisms) such that: 
(i) L 1 = KoL2oH, 
and 
\ ( P t ) = * i
Q ) ( v ) , * (p ) = TC(3)(W) , 
( 0 ) ( 0 ) -'- * 
where Tf. and TC. ' are the canonical projections in T Q xT Q and 
TAQ X T " Q respectively. 
Let F : ( Q x Q x A , 0 ) —* |R be a Morse family for symplectic rela-
tion (L,0)CP (cf.[20]). We consider the following germ 7 : ( Q x Q x 
A , 0 ) —» ^ ^ , T ( q 1 , q 1 , \ ) = (F(q1,q+q1, \ + \ ) ,0) * £ q ^ 
where Q, ^ denotes the ring of germs at zero of smooth functions 
depending on q and *X (cf. [8]). 
PROPOSITION 3.2, Let f be transversal in the source point 0 of the 
germ ( f ,0) to the ideal flit- * ( lftC- N is the maximal ideal in 
q,A q,> 
Q-.- - ) . Then the corresponding germ of symplectic relation (L,0) 
is equivalent to this one generated by the following Morse family 
dimQ 
(ii) G(q,q/X)= 2 W q, ) 
i = l 
representing the identity symplectomorphism of T Q into T Q. 
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Proof. By.the straightforward calculations it is easily seen that 
the assumed transversality condition is sufficient for (L,0) to be 
the germ of symplectic relation representing a symplectomorphism 
T Q —* T Q (cf.[l] , [17]). One can take K and H just represented 
by the inverse symplectomorphism and identity. Thus we obtain the 
normal form (ii). 
We see (by the transversality condition) that the class of 
symplectic relations corresponding to symplectomorphisms is stable 
(cf.[8], [l8] ). The further analysis of the equivalence classes for 
the symplectic relations can be conducted by the equivalent notion 
of Morse families. 
let 3t : Q x Q xN —-» R, £ : Q x Q * M —• R be Morse families co-
rresponding to K and H respectively. Then using the properties of 
composition of symplectic relations (cf. [l7] > [20]), we obtain: 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Morse family for the symplectic relation given by 
the composition (i) is following, 
G: Q x Q x W —• R, 
G(q,q,w)= *.(q,q' , v)+F ( q ' , q ' ,70 + (q',q,yu), 
where w=( q ' ,v , q ' ,*X,AL) is the Morse family parameter. 
Thus the symplectic relation (L,0) CP with the Morse family 
F: Q xQx (3 — * R is equivalent to (L,0) iff there exists diffeomor-
phism R such that the following diagram commutes 




GoR = F + q, 
where q is a nondegenerate quadratic form of remaining Morse para-
meters (cf. [2l] ). By the above mentioned reduction of Morse para-
meters one can reduce G to obtain Morse family with wcR 
(cf.[20]). 
Infinitesemal properties of the orbits of that equivalence re-
lation differ from the standard one in singularity theory of mappings. 
Because of the product structure of P .preserved by the equivalences 
the problem of classification of the normal or prenormal forms 
seems to be quite difficult and contain the complicated functional 
modulus. However some generic local properties of symplectic rela-
tions implied by the concrete physical models can be established. 
We leave it to the forthcoming paper. Some remarks concerning of 
this problem can be found also in [10] 
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4. Singularities in systems of diffracted rays. 
Diffracted rays are produced, for example, when an incident 
ray hits an edge of an impenetrable screen. In this case the inci-
dent ray produces infinitely many diffracted rays (see [l3] ) , which 
make the same angle with the edge as does the incident ray. 
Diffraction on the point aperture in a plane screen, according 
to the preceeding framework is represented by the following symplec-
tic relation (canonical variety) 
M x. M D L = {(r,s;r,s); s ^ s2= s ^ s2= 0 \ . 
Hence the diffracted rays corresponding to the point source rays N 
in (M,w) are given as a symplectic image (cf. [lO] , [20] - [9] )-
L(N) = {(r,s); s ^ s*2 = 0 )c(M, Sr). 
It is easy to verify that the canonical variety corresponding 
to diffraction on the straight edge of a thin screen [(q1,q?>q«); 
q = 0, q ^0 I in (R is given by the following Morse family: 
G(sx ,s2,s1 ,s2,
,\)='X1s2 +
 ,X2s2 + !X3(s1-s1) . 
It contains all cones of diffracted rays produced by incident rays 
in general position according to the edge (cf. [l3]> Eig. 12). We 
recall the symplectic structure on M *M, namely, 
Si = 2 (dr.Ads. - dr.Ads.), (i=l,2) 
1 
Thus the lagrangian submanifold of diffracted rays produced by the 
rays normally incident on the edge (i.e. the source at infinity) 
is governed by 
F(s1,s2,«X) = *Xs2. 
Taking the point source beam of incident rays in general position 
(a,b,c) €: IR we derive the following generating family for diffrac-
ted beam: _ _ _ _ 
F(ff1,S2,
,X) = fX1'X6-aVl-'Xj-^ +(%7-b)%4+ (> 6-cA 5 + 
+V2+ VV
S1 )-
We can generalize the problem to consider an aperture in a 
plane screen to be a generic smooth curve. In this case, on the 
basis of the beautiful paper [6] we obtain, 
PROPOSITION. 4-1. For the generic shape of an aperture in a plane 
screen. The wave-front evolution by diffraction of a normally in-
cident ray beam in the neighbourhood of each ray going through an 





Al-q3'X1w2(^2) -t, . 
where w ^ ) = w O ^ ) -X.w ' ( \ ) , w ^ ) = w ' (\ ) , w(V>) = a ^ + 
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+ a *X̂ + 0(/X^) is a s m o o t h function defining t h e T a y l o r map corres-
J L L 
ponding to t h e aperture curve. 
Proof. Let f(s1,s )=0 be a defining equation for an aperture curve. 
T h u s a generating f a m i l y for t h e canonical v a r i e t y L C P , 
G(s1 ,s 2,s 1 ,s2,'X)='X1f (sj ,s2)+*X2f (sx , s 2 ) + \^ ( s1-«1 )
 + \ ( s 2 " '
g 2 ^ ' T h e 
beam N at i n f i n i t y in (M, (A7) is generated b y 
F(s) = 0. 
Hence L(N) is generated b y t h e f a m i l y : 
"lf(S1,s2,
<X) = rXf(s1,s2), 
and t h e corresponding diffracted lagrangian v a r i e t y in T R is ge-
nerated b y 
^ ( q ; o ( ) ^ f ( A , / ^ > 
w h e r e c* = (*X, ̂  , %2 , ^ y*2 ) . 
On t h e basis of [6] , taking t h e local representation of f, and 
reducing t h e parameters of t h e f a m i l y I\3J , we obtain t h e desired 
result. 
2 
EXAMPLE 4.2. Let us take f(/Ai>/lo) = /N ~ / % > t h e n we obtain t h e 
generating f a m i l y for t h e diffracted v a r i e t y in T R ; 
4(qA1̂ 2)= ^(l^^^W^-^. 
We see t h a t it is not stable in t h e standard sense [21] and not lon-
ger a differentiable submanifold of T R . An a n a l y s i s of t h e gene-
ric properties of t h e s e varieties in t h e n e i g h b o u r h o o d of t h e ordi-
n a r y and inflection points of t h e aperture b o u n d a r y ( cf. [6], [13l) 
we leave to t h e f o r t h c o m i n g paper. 
Now we can adapt an introduced s y m p l e c t i c framework to descri-
be t h e diffraction problem on a s m o o t h closed obstacle. The pro-
blem is s u b s t a n t i a l l y connected to t h e Riemannian obstacle problem 
(cf. [2j , [4] )5 i.e. determination of geodesies on a Riemannian mani-
fold w i t h s m o o t h b o u n d a r y . Any geodesic on s u c h manifold is C and 
consists g e n e r i c a l l y f i n i t e l y many so-called s w i t c h p o i n t s where 
geodesic has an initial or end point according to lie in interior 
part of t h e manifold or on t h e b o u n d a r y . C a u c h y uniqueness for ma-
nifolds w i t h b o u n d a r y states t h a t e v e r y b o u n d a r y point (point of an 
obstacle) has a n e i g h b o u r h o o d in w h i c h : if two geodesic segments 
w i t h t h e same initial point, initial tangent vector and l e n g t h do 
not coincide, t h e n one of t h e m has its r i g h t endpoint in t h e inter--
ior part of t h e manifold and is an involutive of t h e o t h e r (it t h e 
case of t h e plane it lies on an appropriate involute of t h e obstacle 
curve [13] ). By an involutive of a geodesic Y" is meant a geodesic 
w h i c h has t h e same initial point, initial tangent vector and l e n g t h 
as 
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Let us consider an open subset S of an obstacle surface in R . 
By 11 we denote the initial tangent line to the geodesic segment *V 
on S. Let 19 be a tangent line to S. We say that 19 is subordinate 
to 11 with respect to an obstacle S if 19 (or its piece in (IR ,S)) 
belongs to the geodesic segment with the. same initial point and the 
same tangent vector as Y" has. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. The canonical v a r i e t y 
L= I(1,1) 6 Pj 1 is subordinate to 1 with respect to an 
obstacle S C R 3 J 
is a lagrangian s u b v a r i e t y of P. 
Proof. At each point p of S we can choose the geodesic polar coordi-
nates 
<f : ]0,^[*R — & C S , 
*f(r, 0 )= exp (rcosQe^pJi rsin0e2(p)), 
where \ e1(p), ©9(p)\ is an orthonormal basis of T S and exp is 
. r P ^ 
the corresponding exponential map (cf.[,lj). Let (1Q",P) denotes 
a line tangent to the associated geodesic starting at p. We have 
u(0,r,p) = ((l0,p);((sjj:expp(rcos0e1(p)+rsin0 e2(p)))\, gy 
exp (rcos© e.(p)+r£in0e9(p))) £ L CM/.M, 
and the mapping 
R4 9 (r,0,p) -JU u(r,9,p) feP 
is a lagrangian immersion, i.e. 
U (oO0u)) = 0. 
Let N denotes the lagrangian submanifold of r a y s in (H,or) 
starting at the same point p of the object space. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. For the generic position of pfcR and the generic 
obstacle surface S the o n l y possible germs of s y s t e m s of diffracted 
r a y s L(N) C (M,CJ) are s y m p l e c t o m o r p h i c to these ones generated by 
the following generating families (not n e c e s s a r y Morse families [lo]): 
1 , Smooth case 
F(s1,s2) = 0. 
2. The wing s i n g u l a r i t y 
ғ<-i.-2/>0 = 4^+ І*Ч
+ 1 4 -40' 
3. The open swallowtail s i n g u l a r i t y 
F ^ í - Л ) - ^ * 7 , ±&l+ ±\Ч2+ ì\%2+ I t f g ^ 1 ьĄ 
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Proof of this proposition follows immediately on the basis of Propo-
sition 4-2 in [lo] and the general methods of [4]« 
Now we can describe explicitely the generic diffracted wave-
3 
-front evolution in the presence of a smooth obstacle in 1R ; 
COROLLARY 4«5» For the generic obstacle in Euclidean three-space 
the only singular models of surface-diffracted wave-fronts are 
given by the following phase families (cf. [l 2j ) : 
1. (inflection points - geodesic has an asymptotic direction). 
<PK.i2.vWV -' : 4̂ 3- H v iVi+ ^ '-VV^V^V 
2. (biasymptotic points - geodesic is tangent to a line of asympto-
tic points). 
Cp(q1,q2?q3,\ A 2, V-,) = - 575*3- 30*3^1" 24*3^2~ 6*3*1~ 2̂ 3 W ~ 
REMARK 4-6. The wave-front evolution "1." in the above corollary 
ane can obtain also by the Legendre transform introduced in the 
singularity theory of functions on manifolds with singular boundary 
[15] ,[5] • Let (T*C-l0l Cn, W^n, l^n) and ( T V - K A , M " , * , * ) 
be two special symplectic structures on (T (D , T n) . Here M deno-
n ** ~" n % 1 n tes the manifold of hyperplanes in C and TC: T (C -iOj —* M is the 
canonical lagrangian fibration associated to it. This fibration 
•%• n 1 1 "- n / 
induces a symplectomorphism o4 : T (C - \0) —•» T M (and its projecti-
* n # r\s «. # 
L1 (T — * PT M ) such that TC='K,/rn'-'
 J A<^ 
M 
In local map oC is given in the following way: 
visation 5 : PT'O:11 " n) X  'Xĵ n oC and T> = oT l^n. 
*(p l,...,p n;x 1,...,x n)=(-x 2p^ 
+...+x — ) , 
n p ^ 
where the hyperplanes in (C are parametrized in the following way 
n
 plxl+p2X2+'"+PnXn-plXl-p2X2-----pnXn = ° 
Let V = { z £ (C ; h(z) = 0 } be a complex hypersurface (boundary) with 
isolated critical zero. We consider the lagrangian variety (cf.[ll]) 
* r 
_ v-iof 
It is obvious that <*(V) is a costrained lagrangian subvariety of 
- n # n 
v = T ..
 І Л
Ä C T fl . 
* n 
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.called a Legendre transform of V (cf. [15])- It appears thet the 
singularities of the wave-front evolution in the presence of an ob-
stacle are diffeomorphic to the appropriate Legendre transforms of 
the singular boundaries with isolated critical points of type A, . 
Their connection to the Coxeter groups generated by reflections is 
settled in ..[10] . 
REMARK..JU7-.. It appears (cf,.. [l2].,'[4]) .that, the singularities in the 
.Qh.st.acle .geometjry___can.be re_p res exit e_d in...rJie s y m p l e c t i c .space of 
. b i n a r y forms ...derived in .. J.1.2]. A. -Jlsing t.he_„in variant theory of binary 
f ojcms_.the t.hree.-dime.nsiQaal ..case- de_s.crih_e_d. in _[4] was generalized 
in__[!2] > where tJie. analytical structure _ of _tlxe._genexalijz.ed open 
swallowtails was .indicated and the. standard.reduction, procedure 
was s u b s t a n t i a l l y . e x t e n d e d . . Let us r.ecall .briefly these ̂ results. 
We say that two binary, forms. f(x,y) >.. gĵ x.-.y) are apolar if 
their apolar .covariant (see [l2].)._ <f|.g > is identically .zero form. 
If f, g are written umbrally^ f = <U \ [i* u\nJ , g.= <U([jS u] m> . say 
m.$n then the corresponding apolar covariant <flg>*is the binary 
form of degree n-m defined-umbrally by 
<f \s> = <u|_x /a]m [-.u]n-m > 
Let {M. ... - w ) .be the unique symplectic space, of binary, forms (deri- ... 
ved in [l2]). The canonical subspaces in M n + , say C ? Q ^ l ^ " ! > 
of all binary forms apolar to its 1--.derivatives ̂ with...respect to x . 
are called the canonical apolar subspaces. They form the coisotro-
pic. varieties, in (M , WT.)_,._(cf, [1] ). ... To the space, of. hinary 
forms of degree n one can associate the corresponding space of...poly-
nomial-S ..of. one variable ..putting y=l.. In order. ..to„have th_e. p o l y n o 
mial symple jc t i c spaces, adapted, to. the invest igatioiLS _.Qf._ jsingul-arir. 
ties in the variational obstacle problem we, associate to every sym-
plectic space (M >**&) the canonically reduced symplectic space 
Q of polynomials of degree n-l» where leading term has constant 
coefficient l/(n-l)!. Q = C /*-s# , where " v" is given by the co-
isotropic submanifold C = \f £M ; n!a =1 \ , (a.)~ are coeffi-
^ 0 _ i n * ' x 0 
cients of binary forms. Q is identified canonically with the 
space of derivatives -=—( f (x, 1)) ,. f € M belonging to C ,. namely 
2k+2 2k+l k+1 k * 
v.n-1 ^ tf%, N x x x x / 1 \k+l 
9 » «f(*>- ( 2 k ^ 2 ) ! + q l ( 2 k + l ) !
+ - - - + q k + l ( k + l ) ! - P k + l k T
 + - - - + ( ~ 1 ) P l 
'endowed .wi th t h e r e d u c e d s y m p l e c t i c s t r u c t u r e 
Tc+I 
ttf\ = . 23 dP * Adq . . 
.1 = 1 J 3 
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THEOREM (12). The apolar subspaces C^1', 1=1,..., ^ - , of 
(M , LOT) induce the corresponding coisotropic subspaces of (Q ...,to). 
say C ( l ), C(l)= IcpCQ""1; P( X > (q,p)=0, s=l , . . . ,1 \ . , .1-1 , . . . . .k*l , 
where 
/ - s / 1\k k-s+1 - i . k+1 CM 1 j (-1) _̂n /n-L/nv-1 1 —i / . \i Ps = ̂ -TT .2 ( i )(i) <5iPi+ — Z (-1) ̂ n - s - i 
1=1 n! i=k-s+2 
eni
1)ir(n-s.-i)!, L-_^-
n2 (-ni.1-)iUn-(,-i)IpB_iqni.._1+. .... 
Hence, we have that the reduced sympLectic .space., corresponding, 
2 homogeneous system (Q 
following space of polynomials 
to the ..>wr.,.,G...._.). is. .identified, with .the 
i x2k+l 2k-l k k-1 -, 
z = l Uk+ i ) r + q iUk- i ) i +-'-+qTcIF7 ^k-TFTT: * — + < " ° p i t 
endowed with the reduced, symplectic. structure 
_ k 
W = J_) dp± Adq_. 
i = l 
The study of Hilbert's zero-forms and connected with them 
the corresponding spaces of polynomials with root having -a prescri-
bed multiplicity, .provides the following.resuLt- (see...[l2.J ).; 
THEOREM. ( [12].) .. ..Let. m >[fl - -Then . the set. of. polynomials.-of Z 
having -a. root- of multiplicity m^.say L _,j-, f orm.the isotropic, .varie-
ties ..in. .(.Z-^La}- - The..maximal, isotropicvariety,. i.-_e f__r_ _m=_.l=:l . , 
is a lagrangian variety symplectomorphic,. in the... case_o.iL .n==7-*~-to 
the. sys.tem_.o_f. r_Lys.._ui an obst_acle,. .with. the., high est—gene ri c_ si nguia-
rity, so-called open swallowtail singularity. 
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